RHS HYDE HALL - SATURDAY 15TH MAY 2021

£65.00 per person
Travel with us to the floral extravaganza set in the beautiful surroundings of RHS Garden Hyde Hall. The
beautiful hilltop garden with herbaceous borders, a rose garden and a fascinating Mediterranean inspired
dry garden which showcases an array of drought tolerant plants allowing you to explore the garden in full
summer bloom.
SKU: DV823
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
From the Blackmore Vale area we take you directly to Hyde Hall which is located in the Essex countryside, just
outside Chelmsford.
This peaceful garden is the perfect destination for a day out in the East of England. With its wide open skies and
far reaching views, it has an eclectic combination of different gardens, with some 145ha (360 acres) to explore.
Since its inception in the mid-1950s, this vast garden has established from a handful of trees atop a windy hill to
a jewel in the landscape that embraces superb ornamental horticulture, wild woodlands, majestic meadows and
stylish gardens that embrace new ways of thinking about the world and the future.
Highlights include a beautiful hilltop garden with herbaceous borders, a rose garden and a fascinating
Mediterranean inspired dry garden which showcases an array of drought tolerant plants that will thrive in an
area of very low rainfall. There is also a superb Global Growth vegetable garden, displaying fruit and vegetables
from around the world.
Included:
Entry to RHS Hyde Hall Show
Complimentary drinks on the coach when feasible
Return travel
Packed lunch
Depart Stalbridge: 08:00
Return Stalbridge: 19:00 approx
All itineraries are approximate and subject to change
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